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Crystallization of membrane proteins is a critical step for uncovering atomic resolution 3-D structures and

elucidating structure–function relationships. Microseeding, the process of transferring sub-microscopic

crystal nuclei from initial screens into new crystallization experiments, is an effective, yet underutilized ap-

proach to grow crystals suitable for X-ray crystallography. Here, we report simplified methods for crystalli-

zation of membrane proteins that utilize microseeding in X-ray transparent microfluidic chips. First, a

microfluidic method for introduction of microseed dilutions into metastable crystallization experiments is

demonstrated for photoactive yellow protein and cytochrome bo3 oxidase. As microseed concentration

decreased, the number of crystals decreased while the average size increased. Second, we demonstrate a

microfluidic chip for microseed screening, where many crystallization conditions were formulated on-chip

prior to mixing with microseeds. Crystallization composition, crystal size, and diffraction data were col-

lected and mapped on phase diagrams, which revealed that crystals of similar diffraction quality and size

typically grow in distinct regions of the phase diagram.

Introduction

Membrane proteins are of critical importance for cellular func-
tion, with roles ranging from transportation to enzymatic catal-
ysis. Elucidation of functional mechanisms requires atomic
resolution structures which are typically solved via X-ray crys-
tallography. The process of consistently growing diffraction
quality protein crystals is one of the most significant obstacles
to obtaining protein structures. Random screening procedures
are implemented because the prediction of crystallization con-
ditions a priori is unreliable,1 and further, reports have shown
that oftentimes crystallization results vary in separate experi-
ments with identical formulations.2 The expected reason for
these difficulties in crystallization is the stochastic nature of
nucleation, which is unavoidable even in carefully controlled
experiments (e.g., controlled temperature, humidity, purity).2–5

The formation of protein crystals can be conceptualized in
terms of phase diagrams that map the solubility and aggrega-

tion properties of a protein in a precipitant solution.6 Super-
saturation drives the nucleation and growth of protein crys-
tals in solution. Two distinct supersaturation regimes impact
how crystals form and grow: (1) the labile regime, where sta-
ble crystal nuclei spontaneously form and ripen, and (2) the
metastable regime, where the formation of new nuclei is
unfavored, but pre-formed nuclei can ripen. A typical crystal-
lization trial is formulated in the labile regime and produces
tens to hundreds of new nuclei through spontaneous,
uncontrolled nucleation. Structure determination by X-ray
crystallography requires either a few large crystals for tradi-
tional crystallography, or many small crystals of homoge-
neous size for serial femtosecond crystallography,7,8 both of
which are difficult to grow reliably under conditions of
uncontrolled nucleation. Consistent growth of large crystals
can be achieved through careful inspection of phase dia-
grams and through techniques such as microseeding to sepa-
rate nucleation and growth.9

During initial crystallization screens, any resulting micro-
crystals, irregular crystals, or other crystalline material
(Fig. 1), while typically not useful for X-ray diffraction, can be
collected and crushed to form a solution of sub-microscopic
crystal nuclei.9,10 Microseeding, the process of introducing
such nuclei into a crystallization mixture, is a tool for reliably
growing large, diffraction-ready protein crystals.11–16 The pro-
cess of microseeding decouples the two steps in crystal for-
mation – nucleation and growth – by supplying a finite
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number of nuclei into a metastable protein–precipitant mix-
ture. When microseeds are introduced into a metastable mix-
ture, no self-nucleation events occur in the crystallization tri-
als and only the supplied nuclei are expected to grow into
crystals.

The usage of microseeds also extends to routine screening
experiments in a method known as microseed matrix screen-
ing. When screening for crystallization of a new protein tar-
get with an unknown crystallization phase diagram, the addi-
tion of microseeds can enhance screening success rates.17–20

Microcrystals from initial screens are crushed to form micro-
seeds, and then used during future screening experiments.
The best conditions from the subsequent screens are
harvested and the process is iterated to produce diffraction-
quality crystals. When screening with microseeds, the phase
space for successful crystallization broadens, resulting in an
increased number of hits from both metastable and labile
compositions. Microseed matrix screening has been used suc-
cessfully for proteins that readily precipitate,14 for proteins
with substrates that hydrolyze during slow crystal growth,21

for antibody–antigen complexes,11 and for many more
cases.22–25

Traditionally, microseeding is performed by first mixing
protein and precipitant solutions in a sealed crystallization
well plate.9 The protein–precipitant mixture reaches equilib-
rium, and then a small volume of microseed solution is care-
fully added to the droplet. The addition of microseeds is an
invasive procedure that necessitates de-sealing the crystalliza-
tion well, which shifts the equilibrium of the droplet and the
vapor phase surrounding it. Many efforts to simplify and au-
tomate microseeding have been successfully implemented for
various proteins.18,19,26,27 Microseeding robots pre-mix the
protein, precipitant and microseed solution during crystalli-
zation set up.18 Femtosecond laser ablation has been used to
eject crystal fragments that serve as seed in the same crystal-
lization drop.28 Acoustic matrix microseeding utilizes acous-
tic waves to deliver nanoliter volumes of seed suspension into
protein drops.29 Despite these technologies and the promise
of improved crystallization success with microseeding, it re-
mains an under-utilized tool and is often chosen as the last
resort when other attempts to grow high quality crystals have

failed. While the procedure for making microseed stock solu-
tions is simple, the process of introducing microseeds to the
crystallization droplet requires manual skill and experience.
Further, no method provides a reliable non-invasive way for
introducing microseeds after a crystallization trial reaches
metastable equilibrium.

Many microfluidic platforms have been developed to sim-
plify complex and repetitive crystallization tasks. These in-
clude high-throughput crystallization platforms that formu-
late trials by free interface diffusion in microwells30 or in
droplets,31 and by dialysis in microwells.32 Additionally, plat-
forms have been developed for applications that require se-
quential mixing of multiple components (>2).33–35 Further,
to mitigate difficulties associated with crystal harvesting,36 ef-
forts have produced microfluidic platforms built from mate-
rials that are compatible with in situ X-ray analysis.37–40 Two
microfluidic platforms have demonstrated seeding for the
purpose of optimizing crystal growth: a method for seeding
crystals of soluble proteins in droplets41 and an X-ray trans-
parent platform for microseeding active pharmaceutical
ingredients.42

Here, we report two X-ray transparent microfluidic plat-
forms to simplify microseeding-based membrane protein
crystallization techniques. First, a previously designed micro-
fluidic crystallization chip38 was re-purposed for mixing
microseeds into crystallization trials. Metastable mixtures for-
mulated off-chip were filled into one set of half-wells, and
microseed dilutions were filled into adjacent half-wells. The
actuation of a normally-closed valve triggered crystallization
with microseeds by free-interface diffusion. This platform
was used to observe crystal growth as a function of microseed
dilution for a model protein and a membrane protein. In the
second approach, a new microfluidic chip was developed for
microseed screening where metastable mixtures were formu-
lated and incubated on-chip prior to the introduction of
microseeds. This approach enables the screening of many
different metastable compositions to discover or optimize
crystallization conditions with microseeds. For validation,
these microfluidic platforms were applied to the microseeded
crystallization of photoactive yellow protein (PYP, soluble pro-
tein), and cytochrome bo3 oxidase (cyt bo3, membrane pro-
tein). The effectiveness of microseeding on-chip was analyzed
by observing growth trends with microscopy and measuring
diffraction quality in situ with X-rays. We demonstrate the
successful growth of crystals where size depends on the
amount of microseeds provided. Further, we extend this ap-
proach to screening with microseeds and observe that crys-
tals of certain habits and diffraction quality grow preferen-
tially in distinct regions of the phase diagram.

Materials and methods
Preparation of protein samples

Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) from Halorhodospira halophila
was cloned and expressed in Escherichia coli (strain BN9626) and
purified as published previously.43 Briefly, polyhistidine-

Fig. 1 Crystals unsuitable for single crystal X-ray crystallography
grown without microseeds. (left) Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) nu-
cleates uncontrollably and grows in clusters of hundreds of crystals.
(right) Cytochrome bo3 oxidase (cyt bo3) grows in uncontrolled
showers of tiny crystals without microseeds.
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tagged apoPYP heterologously over-expressed in E. coli was
reconstituted in vitro with the anhydrous derivative of the
chromophore p-coumaric acid and the polyhistidine-tag was
cleaved by incubating it with enterokinase.

Cytochrome bo3 oxidase (cyt bo3) from Escherichia coli
(strain C43(DE3)) was purified as published previously.44

Briefly, polyhistidine-tagged cyt bo3 was overexpressed by
IPTG induction in E. coli and solubilized in dodecylmaltoside.
Prior to crystallization, the sample was treated with 1 mM
potassium ferricyanide to fully oxidize the protein and
exchanged into 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8 with 0.7% beta-
octylglucoside.

Fabrication of photoresist-on-silicon masters for replica
molding

Photoresist-on-silicon masters were created by photolithogra-
phy with transparency photomasks (Fig. S1†) with SU8-2050
photoresist45 (Microchem) for patterns with 50–100 μm-tall ver-
tical features. All photoresist-on-silicon masters were treated
with (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane
(Gelest) in a vacuum chamber for 4 h for easy release of soft
lithographic replicas.46

Fabrication of thin PDMS/COC microfluidic devices

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layers were fabricated using stan-
dard replica molding procedures46,47 by spin-coating a layer of
PDMS onto photoresist-on-silicon masters with total height
∼10 μm thicker than the corresponding photoresist feature
height (Fig. S2†). For the fluid layer, PDMS was mixed with
monomer : cross-linker ratio of 15 : 1 and cured at 90 °C for 7–9
min. For the control layer, PDMS was mixed with monomer :
cross-linker ratio of 5 : 1 and cured at 90 °C for 3 min.

The chips were assembled as follows: (i) a flat cyclic olefin
copolymer (COC) sheet was irreversibly bonded to the PDMS
control layer, and (ii) the resulting COC–PDMS control layer
assembly was irreversibly bonded to the PDMS fluid layer.
Permanent COC–PDMS bonding in step (i) was achieved by
activating the surfaces using plasma treatment48 in a plasma
cleaner (Harrick, model PDC-001) for 1 min at 500–700
mTorr. The irreversible PDMS–PDMS bond in step (ii) was
created via the standard multilayer soft lithography ap-
proach47 by placing layers of PDMS with different monomer :
cross-linker ratios in conformal contact and heating them at
70 °C for 2 h. Inlet holes for the control and the fluid layer
were drilled in the COC–PDMS–PDMS assembly using a 300
or 750 μm drill bit (McMaster-Carr). The COC–PDMS–PDMS
assembly was then placed on an unpatterned COC substrate
and a reversible bond between the PDMS fluid layer and the
COC substrate formed spontaneously.

Crystallization in well plates and microseed preparation

Vapor diffusion in hanging drops was set up as previously
reported.49,50 Un-seeded crystallization in well plates yielded
clusters of crystals after 7–10 days of incubation for PYP, and
microcrystalline showers for cyt bo3 (Fig. 1). These crystals,

while unsuitable for X-ray analysis because of difficulties in
isolating individual crystals from the clusters or microcrystal-
line showers, were used to create microseed solutions. Crys-
tals from 2–3 crystallization wells each for PYP and cyt bo3
were harvested from hanging drops and transferred into 500
μL of a concentrated precipitant solution (PYP: 3 M ammo-
nium sulfate, cyt bo3: 13% PEG 1500), and then transferred
to a tissue grinder (Kontes Duall model K885460-0021,
Thermo Fisher Scientific) where they were crushed by
inserting and rotating the pestle by hand for 2 minutes on
ice to make the stock microseed solution. After crushing, dy-
namic light scattering (Malvern Zetasizer) was used to mea-
sure microseed size (PYP: 300 nm, cyt bo3: 140 nm). Various
concentrations of the microseed solutions were prepared by
serially diluting the stock solution in concentrated precipi-
tant solutions at ratios of 1 : 1, 1 : 2, 1 : 4, 1 : 10, 1 : 20, and 1 :
50. Repeating the same crystallization experiments at reduced
concentrations in well plates with microseeds successfully
yielded crystallization after 2 days. Microseed stocks and dilu-
tions were either used immediately or flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until use.

Computational fluid dynamic simulations of mixing time

Diffusive mixing of protein in microfluidic compartments
was simulated using a 2D finite element solver, COMSOL
Multiphysics (COMSOL). The lateral dimensions of six differ-
ent sets of protein and precipitant compartments in this
model are identical to those in the actual chip (Fig. S3†). A
‘No Flux’ boundary condition was applied to external walls
and non-mixing interfaces. When mixing, the valves rise and
leave an open liquid–liquid interface for free interface diffu-
sion. The model simulated 60 minutes of mixing at 1 minute
intervals. The mesh was “finer”, with a total of 1319 ele-
ments. The initial concentrations of cyt bo3 oxidase were 10–
50 mg mL−1, and the diffusion coefficient was 4 × 10−7 cm2

s−1.51 The initial concentration of PEG 1500 was 0.07 mM,
and the diffusion coefficient was 3 × 10−6 cm2 s−1.52 The solu-
tions were assumed to be dilute and that the diffusion coeffi-
cients were independent of concentration. For each half-well,
the average concentration was determined using a surface
integral scaled to the height of the actual microfluidic well
(50 μm).

Synchrotron X-ray data collection and analysis

In situ X-ray diffraction data were collected at APS (Advanced
Photon Source) synchrotron, Argonne National Laboratory at
beamline 23-ID-B GM/CA (G_eneral M_ edical Sciences and
C_a_ncer Institutes' Structural Biology Facility). Data were col-
lected from all cyt bo3 crystals that produced diffraction in
0.2–0.4° steps with 0.2–0.4 s exposures and a sample-to-
detector distance between 500–600 mm with a Pilatus 6 M de-
tector. All data were collected at room temperature. Each
crystal was subjected to 5–10 exposures to limit deterioration
of diffraction quality and resolution due to radiation. During
diffraction experiments, each crystal in each well was
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numbered and recorded to match diffraction data to its cor-
responding protein–precipitant composition and size.

Image analysis of cytochrome bo3 oxidase crystals

Images of cyt bo3 crystals were captured using an upright
stereo microscope (Leica MDG33) equipped with a macro lens
and a digital camera (Leica DFC295). Images were analyzed
manually using ImageJ. The length and width of up to 30 crys-
tals in each well were recorded and correlated to the protein–
precipitant condition used for crystal growth (Fig. S4†).

Results and discussion

As a starting point, microfluidic chips were fabricated based
on designs detailed in the work of Guha et al.38 These multi-
layered microfluidic chips were designed for high X-ray trans-
mission (>75% X-ray transmittance at λ = 1 Å), and were re-
purposed in this work to facilitate the addition of microseed
solutions to crystallization experiments. Sets of integrated

microvalves controlled the metering and mixing of crystalliza-
tion solutions. Devices were comprised of layers of polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS), a flexible polymer that enables the
functionality of valves, sandwiched between thin layers of cy-
clic olefin copolymer (COC), a rigid polymer that acts as an
impermeable barrier to air and water (Fig. 2a). At a total
thickness of ∼200 μm, these chips have been demonstrated
to be effective all-in-one tools for crystal growth and in situ
serial X-ray data collection at room temperature.38

Two types of microfluidic platforms were built for micro-
seeding experiments: (A) a platform for microseed introduc-
tion to pre-mixed metastable mixtures, and (B) a platform for
on-chip generation of metastable mixtures and subsequent
microseed screening.

A. Microfluidic platform for microseeded crystallization

The device for simplifying crystallization with microseeds
operates using the same principles described in previous

Fig. 2 A microfluidic approach for introducing microseeds to crystallization experiments. (a) Exploded view of a single crystallization well
comprised of four layers: an impermeable cyclic olefin copolymer top layer bonded to an elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane control layer
containing valves, a PDMS fluid layer to contain protein, precipitant and seed solutions, and a COC bottom layer. (b) Schematic of a 24-well array
chip used for microseeding. Fluid layer is shown in blue, and the valve lines, V1, V2 and V3, are colored based on their function (see legend). The
window structures (yellow) decrease the total material in the path of the X-ray beam. For microseeding experiments, different microseed dilutions
were loaded (inlets 2–7) and a pre-mixed protein–precipitant solution (inlet 1) prior to on-chip mixing. (c and d) Results from screening several
microseed dilutions – at greater seed dilutions (lower seed concentration), PYP crystals (c) grew into fewer, larger crystals and cyt bo3 crystals (d)
grew into fewer, thicker crystals.
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work.38 Briefly, ∼3 μL of a pre-formulated protein–precipitant
mixture was placed onto port 1 and introduced to the pro-
tein–precipitant half-wells by dead-end filling (Fig. 2b), a
vacuum-actuated process that displaces air in each compart-
ment with the protein–precipitant mixture. 1 μL of a micro-
seed solution was placed onto each microseed inlet (ports 2–
7), and they were introduced to microseed half-wells by dead-
end filling. A normally-closed valve separating each set of two
half-wells was then opened for 5 minutes to allow mixing of
microseeds and the protein–precipitant mixture by free inter-
face diffusion. The amount of microseeds transferred to the
crystallization droplet depended on (a) the length of mixing
time, and (b) the dilution of the microseed stock. Here, the
mixing time was held constant while the microseed dilution
was varied.

The effect of microseeds on crystallization was tested for
two proteins: (1) photoactive yellow protein (PYP), a protein
that grows into well-ordered crystals only in the presence of
microseeds, and (2) cytochrome bo3 oxidase (cyt bo3), a fragile
membrane protein with a known crystallization condition
that has previously produced some crystals and an incom-
plete, low resolution structure. Microseeding experiments on-
chip were performed by first preparing metastable mixtures
of protein and precipitant (1 : 1 volume ratio) in an
Eppendorf tube (20 mg mL−1 PYP with 2.6 M ammonium sul-
fate; 15 mg mL−1 cyt bo3 with 10% w/v PEG 1500, 100 mM
HEPES pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM MgCl2, and 5% etha-
nol). Each metastable solution was equilibrated for 1 hour on
ice. Each mixture was then introduced to a microfluidic chip
through port 1. Serial dilutions of microseed solution were
introduced through ports 2 through 7 to fill the half-wells ad-
jacent to the protein–precipitant mixtures (Fig. 2b). The
metastable protein–precipitant mixture and microseed wells
mixed by free-interface diffusion for 5 minutes by opening
the microvalve that separated the wells. Experiments without
microseeds resulted in no crystal growth, verifying that the
mixtures were metastable rather than labile.

A range of microseed dilutions were tested, from 1 : 1
(high concentration) to 1 : 50 (low concentration). In the pres-
ence of microseeds, crystals first appeared after 1 day (com-
pared to 7 days without microseeds) and reached full size af-
ter 4 days (PYP) or 7 days (cyt bo3). For both proteins, high
concentrations of microseed resulted in many small or
needle-like crystals. As microseed concentration decreased,
fewer, larger crystals grew (Fig. 2c and d). These observations
agree with expected trends for crystal growth in a metastable
crystallization environment where protein molecules in solu-
tion attach to existing crystals rather than form new nuclei.53

This also prevented “gross twinning” of PYP crystals reported
previously.54 A 1 : 20 microseed dilution yielded large, iso-
lated crystals of PYP, while a 1 : 50 ratio yielded the thick, in-
dividual crystals of cyt bo3. The disparity in these optimal di-
lution ratios has two origins: first, depending on the protein
and its solubility, some microseeds may dissolve during the
mixing of the metastable mixture with microseeds. Second,
an imprecise number of crystals were used to generate micro-

seed stock solutions, so the true microseed concentration
varies from seed stock to seed stock. This will be the case for
most laboratories, and the optimal dilution ratio must be de-
termined experimentally. Once an optimal microseed dilution
was determined, large crystals could be grown by repeating
crystallization with the same seed stock.

X-ray diffraction data were collected for PYP and cyt bo3
crystals on-chip. The entire microfluidic chip was placed on a
magnetic cap mount and secured with a set screw before be-
ing attached to the goniometer. Due to the chip's construc-
tion from X-ray transparent polymers and low thickness
(<200 μm), crystals were targeted and analyzed at room tem-
perature using the on-axis microscope available at the
beamline. PYP crystals diffracted to a maximum resolution of
1.19 Å, and a complete dataset was combined from several
crystals to 1.32 Å (Table S1†). The diffraction data set had
high quality diffraction spots and good signal-to-noise, char-
acteristic of good data collected from this on-chip approach
and comparable to other crystallographic studies of PYP. Ap-
proximately 20 crystals from the membrane protein, cyt bo3,
were tested, but they diffracted poorly, with sparse spots up
to ∼12 Å. While on-chip microseeding aided the growth of
large cyt bo3 crystals, X-ray diffraction revealed that the qual-
ity of the crystals was poor. In the case of cyt bo3, large crystal
size was not an indicator of good diffraction quality. In sum-
mary, a microfluidic chip was successfully used to demon-
strate microseeding and the dilution of microseed was opti-
mized for the growth of large crystals for PYP and cyt bo3.

B. Microfluidic platform for microseed screening

Timing of microseed introduction is an important consider-
ation for microseed screening experiments. If the microseeds
are introduced too early, they may dissolve. Consider the
common approaches for introducing microseeds: (1) intro-
ducing microseeds into the protein solution or precipitant so-
lution, which results in partial or complete dissolution of
microseeds in unsaturated solutions, (2) introducing micro-
seeds into the protein–precipitant mixture immediately after
mixing, which faces similar potential problems of microseed
dissolution, or (3) introducing microseeds at some time after
equilibration, which requires manual de-sealing of the crys-
tallization well, an invasive method which disrupts the equi-
librium between the crystallization drop and the vapor phase
around it. Seed and crystal dissolution have been explored
from both theoretical6,9,19 and experimental perspec-
tives.18,26,55,56 Experimenters have devised techniques to pre-
vent seed dissolution, such as microseeding crystallization in
capillaries56 and using dynamic light scattering to generate
microseeds in situ prior to diluting the droplet into metasta-
bility.55 Another method proposed that microseeds were sta-
ble enough to not dissolve across a variety of crystallization
conditions.18 A follow-up study indicated that the decrease in
crystal induction time was largely due to a chemical shift of
conditions toward the microseed mother liquor, and the
microseeds had probably dissolved.26 These studies reinforce
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a main requirement for microseeding: microseeds should be
introduced into a pre-equilibrated crystallization mixture. The
microfluidic platform presented here (B) overcomes limita-
tions in the prior methods for microseed screening, offering
a new mixing strategy for introducing microseeds into many
different pre-equilibrated mixtures of protein and precipitant
without dissolving microseeds or significantly disturbing the
metastable crystallization droplet.

In the interest of introducing microseeds simultaneously
into a diverse set of crystallization conditions for crystal opti-
mization, a 24-well microseed screening array was developed.
This type of technique can be used to improve and optimize
the diffraction quality of poorly diffracting crystals such as
those of cyt bo3. This new approach for the formulation of
microseed crystallization trials uses two separate free-
interface diffusion mixing steps: (1) protein and precipitant
compartment mixing, waiting for equilibration, followed by
(2) protein, precipitant and microseed compartment mixing
(Fig. 3). Compared to the earlier microfluidic approach
(Fig. 2) where a single crystallization composition was gener-
ated by pre-equilibrating protein and precipitant off-chip,
this chip generates an array of protein-to-precipitant ratios
on-chip for grid or random matrix screening of precipitants
with microseeds. The key features of this platform are the ar-
rangement of microfluidic wells which facilitate filling and
mixing, and subsequent mixing of microseed any time after
protein–precipitant mixing (Fig. 3c).

Three sets of normally closed microvalves control filling
and mixing. First, protein, precipitant, and microseed were
simultaneously introduced into separate microfluidic com-
partments by dead-end filling initiated by vacuum actuation
of V1 (Fig. 3a and 4b-i). Next, protein and precipitant mixed

by free-interface diffusion by vacuum actuation of V2 for 30
minutes (Fig. 3a and 4b-ii). V2 was then closed and the pro-
tein and precipitant wells incubated for 1 hour to reach a
metastable composition. Finally, vacuum actuation of V3 for
5 minutes introduced microseeds to the metastable protein–
precipitant mixtures (Fig. 3a and 4b-iii). This 5 minute valve
actuation introduced a repeatable amount of seeds (con-
trolled by concentration and mixing time) to each half-well.
Further, microseed introduction did not significantly dilute
the mixture or disrupt the equilibrium due to the relatively
small volume of microseed solution. The chips were then
sealed and incubated at 4 °C or 20 °C, and monitored daily
for crystallization.

Mixing time and the final concentrations of protein and
precipitant were determined through computational fluid dy-
namics simulations. The diffusion coefficient for cyt bo3 in
water was estimated based on another large protein (catalase:
247 kDa, 4.1 × 10−7 cm2 s−1). A reported value for the diffu-
sion coefficient of the precipitant, polyethylene glycol, in wa-
ter was determined from previous reports (3.2 × 10−6 cm2

s−1).52 Simulation geometries were based on the real dimen-
sions of the microfluidic chip, and free-interface diffusion
was simulated for 60 minutes at 1 minute intervals. Diffusion
of protein and precipitant were modeled, although precipi-
tant rapidly mixes to completion on the time-scale of protein
mixing. Time-concentration plots were constructed by a sur-
face integral of concentration in the protein well and precipi-
tant well separately (Fig. S3b†). Diffusive mixing of protein
nears completion after 60 minutes. Mixing for just 30 mi-
nutes with the valve open resulted in two different metastable
compositions in each half-well. After a post-mixing incuba-
tion (60 minutes) with the valve closed, each half-well

Fig. 3 A three-component microfluidic array chip for microseed screening. (a) Schematic of a 24-well three-component array chip used for
microseeding, with fluid lines in black, and the various valve lines, V1, V2, and V3, colored based on their function (see legend). (b) Exploded view
of a single well, showing device construction with a total material thickness of ∼200 μm. (c) Top view of the aligned fluid layer and control layer,
showing relative positions of protein, precipitant, and microseed compartments and the two separate mixing valves.
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reached a homogeneous metastable concentration, calculated
by the surface integral. These half-well concentrations were
used to build crystallization phase diagrams (Fig. 5).

Application: microseed screening of cytochrome bo3 oxi-
dase. The microseed screening platform was applied to the
crystallization of the membrane protein cyt bo3 to determine
conditions that produced crystals with improved diffraction
quality. A grid screen was implemented to screen conditions
around the cyt bo3/PEG 1500 crystallization condition previ-
ously used. Cyt bo3 microseeding experiments were
performed with a range of initial protein concentrations be-

tween 10 mg mL−1 and 50 mg mL−1. Stock precipitant solu-
tions contained initial concentrations between 9% and 12%
w/v PEG 1500, while the other components (NaCl, MgCl2,
HEPES, ethanol) were held at constant concentrations. The
optimal microseed dilution from before (Fig. 2d), 1 : 50, also
produced large, individual crystals in these chips and is used
for all experiments discussed herein. Crystallization results
were recorded after 7 days and pictures were taken of each
crystallization well for image processing. X-ray diffraction ex-
periments were conducted within 14 days of setting up crys-
tallization trials.

Fig. 4 Sequence for mixing and filling steps for microseeding in three-component array chip. (a) Schematic of array chip showing inset of a single
crystallization well – three sets of mixing valves are indicated on the inset, (1), (2), and (3). (b) Schematics (1 – before filling or mixing; 2 – after filling
or mixing) and optical micrographs (right) of step. Arrows indicate free interface diffusion interfaces (b-i) protein, precipitant, and microseed are
placed on their respective inlets, and actuation of valve line 1 initiates dead-end filling. (b-ii) Valve line 2 is actuated for 30 minutes to mix protein
and precipitant. (b-iii) After 1 hour of incubation, metastable protein–precipitant mixtures have formed (light and dark purple). Valve line 2 is then
actuated for 5 minutes to introduce microseeds to each metastable mixture.
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Diffraction data and crystal aspect ratios were mapped on
protein composition/precipitant composition phase diagram
to evaluate the influence of microseed screening on crystal
habit and diffraction resolution (Fig. 5). An estimated solubil-
ity curve was drawn on the phase diagram by inspection.
Crystallization trials were formulated with as little as 1.5% w/v
PEG1500 and 3 mg mL−1 cyt bo3, and the estimated solubil-
ity curve indicates the approximate minimal compositions
above which crystals grew with microseeds. Diffraction reso-
lutions plotted on the phase diagram (Fig. 5a) show that dif-
fraction quality segregates into distinct regions. At high pre-
cipitant concentrations and moderate-to-low protein
concentrations, crystal diffracted the best (average: 10.5 Å). At
low precipitant concentrations and moderate-to-high protein
concentrations, crystals diffracted to much poorer resolutions
(average: >13 Å). The higher quality crystals in this work,
while not of sufficient quality for structure resolution, were
sufficient for data indexing due to strong, albeit low resolu-
tion diffraction. By using microseeds to control nucleation,
crystals with enhanced diffraction quality could be reliably
grown at certain compositions.

A second phase diagram was mapped using data from the
same crystals that instead indicates the aspect ratios of each
crystal (Fig. 5b). Crystal size and shape also segregates into
distinct regions. At moderate-to-low protein concentrations
and high precipitant concentrations, crystals formed in short,
rectangular or cubic shapes (average AR: 3.5). At moderate-to-
high protein concentrations and low precipitant concentra-
tions, crystals formed in long, needle-like shapes (average
AR: 6). The needle-like crystals typically diffracted poorly,
while the rectangular/cubic crystals yielded higher diffraction
resolutions.

While the supersaturation condition ultimately deter-
mines the final crystallization results, the timing of micro-
seed addition on-chip allows access to many regions of super-
saturation that may have previously been inaccessible due to
microseed dissolution. These results demonstrate that under
nucleation-controlled conditions, the quality and morphology
of membrane protein crystallization can be manipulated by
varying supersaturation. Notably, crystallization trials in
some supersaturation regions reliably yield crystals with con-
sistent diffraction quality or aspect ratios (Fig. S5†). For in-
stance, the population of crystals tested for diffraction at
high precipitant concentration and moderate-to-low protein
concentration diffracted to 10.5 ± 0.2 Å. The crystals grown at
high protein concentration and low precipitant concentration
grew as needles with aspect ratios of 6 ± 0.3. The standard er-
rors and variability are small, likely because crystal growth
with microseeds bypasses the stochastic nature of nucleation.

Conclusions

In summary, crystallization with microseeds of soluble and
membrane proteins was demonstrated with two types of
X-ray transparent microfluidic array chips. These approaches
separate the fundamental nucleation and growth regimes to
favor the formation of large, individual crystals that can be
used for X-ray crystallography. Microfluidic platforms greatly
simplify the execution of microseeding experiments and produce
consistent results, reducing the required level of manual ex-
pertise while only requiring few peripherals (i.e., a small vac-
uum pump and a pipette).

In the first microfluidic approach (A), 24-well array chips
with wells comprised of two compartments, one for a

Fig. 5 Microseed screening results for cytochrome bo3 oxidase. (a) Composition–composition phase diagram showing different regions of average
X-ray diffraction resolution for crystals, as indicated by the size and color of each point. Resolutions were measured from a minimum of 5 diffrac-
tion frames. (b) Composition–composition diagram showing crystal aspect ratios – needle-like crystals (aspect ratio >5) grew more often at low
precipitant concentrations, while thicker crystals grew (aspect ratio <5) grew at more at high precipitant concentrations. The solid black estimated
solubility curve was drawn by inspection: no crystallization was observed at conditions below the line when tested with microseeds.
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metastable protein–precipitant mixture and the other for a
microseed solution, were used to crystallize photoactive yel-
low protein (PYP) and cytochrome bo3 oxidase (cyt bo3). Opti-
mal seed dilutions were determined that grew the best crys-
tals for reported crystallization conditions. Microseeded PYP
crystals diffracted very strongly to 1.19 Å, however cyt bo3
crystals diffracted poorly to ∼12 Å despite their large size, in-
dicating that even with microseeds, the composition of pro-
tein and precipitant used here did not support the growth of
highly ordered crystals.

In the second microfluidic approach (B), a new 24-well
microfluidic array chip for microseed screening was devel-
oped. This approach addresses the limitations of off-chip
mixing required for the first approach. To set-up grid screens
with microseeds, protein, precipitant and microseed are first
loaded into separate compartments. In two separate mixing
steps, the microfluidic chip first mixes a gradient of metasta-
ble protein–precipitant solutions before introducing micro-
seed through a subsequent mixing step. The resulting phase
diagrams constructed from these experiments showed that
crystal diffraction quality and appearance depend on the
composition of protein and precipitant: some compositions
favor small aspect ratio crystals with decent diffraction, while
others favor large aspect ratio crystals (needles) with poor dif-
fraction. While even the best crystals from this screen were
not suitable for solving the structure of cyt bo3, these micro-
fluidic methods demonstrate that the oftentimes
unpredictable crystallization behavior of fragile membrane
proteins can be controlled through systematic screening of
crystallization conditions with microseeds.

Looking forward, this technique can be used widely as an
effective, non-invasive method of incorporating microseeds
into crystallization trials. A membrane protein like cyto-
chrome bo3 oxidase should be re-screened with microseeds
and a new set of precipitants – this method, microseed ma-
trix screening, has been demonstrated to increase hit rates
for discovering new crystallization conditions and could po-
tentially produce higher quality crystals. These chips can also
facilitate screening with heterogeneous microseed materials
(e.g., horse hair, seaweed) which provide nucleation sites for
protein crystals despite originating from exogenous mate-
rials.57,58 Further, microseeding as demonstrated on-chip is
ideal for applications that require tight control over crystal
form and size, such as serial femtosecond crystallography at
X-ray free electron lasers,7,59 and crystallization of proteins
for drug delivery.60,61
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